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Chair, Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak here today. I am 

here with the President of the Restaurants Association of Ireland, Mark McGowan, 

Managing Director of Scholars Townhouse Hotel and Peggy Moore’s Pub in Drogheda. We 

are thankful for the opportunity to speak to you regarding the Working Conditions and Skills 

Shortages in the Tourism and Hospitality Sector.  

 

Working Conditions 

We are currently in a crisis with regards to the shortage of skilled staff for hospitality and 

tourism in Ireland. In fact the crisis started in 2012 when the Restaurants Association of 

Ireland flagged with the relevant government departments and Failte Ireland at the time 

that we were facing a shortage of specifically chefs but now across all parts of the industry.  

 

Addressing working conditions, we welcome recent and upcoming legislation that will 

greater secure employment across the State and within the hospitality sector. The 

Employment Miscellaneous Provisions Bill for example, outlawed zero-hour contracts and 

ensures employees receive core terms of employment within 5 working days. Similarly, the 

upcoming Statutory Sick Pay, and Pension Auto-Enrolment Bills will bring Ireland in line with 

European counterparts regarding employer social security contributions.  

 

The proposed Tips Bill will outlaw the use of tips or gratuities to make up any contractual 

wages. We also welcome the transparency this Bill brings via customer displays and 

employee notices which will state, the use and distribution of, electronic gratuities, tips, and 

service charges. 

 

Upskilling those currently in the Hospitality Sector is vital in maintaining a standard. The 

Government funded Restaurant and Hospitality Skillnet, established in 2017, has to date 

trained over 19,171 employees. The focus of the Skillnet is to provide upskilling to both 

employers and employees in the sector. Promoting positive work practices are at the 

forefront of the Skillnet and recent courses include:  

• Mental Health Wellbeing,  

• Stress Management,  

• Coaching Skills and 

• Supervisory Skills  



 
 

As an Association we engage regularly with the Workplace Relations Commission (WRC). We 

welcome WRC inspections. If any employer or business is found not to be abiding by 

employment law or an employee is mistreated in any way, we wholeheartedly support the 

WRC’s role as the statutory body to protect employees’ rights and impose sanctions where 

necessary. 

 

Skills Shortage 

 

Failte Ireland’s recent research identified a skills shortage of 40,000 people within tourism 

and hospitality.   

 

Oversight of Training & Promotion: 

There is a glaring and immediate need for oversight of training and development within the 

Tourism and Hospitality Sector. Failte Ireland currently has no remit for hospitality. There 

needs to be an amendment to the 2003 legislation (*as detailed in the notes below) giving 

Failte Ireland the remit for hospitality, which covers restaurants and pubs.  

In fact, this committee recommended that a restaurant and pub representative should be 

appointed to the Board of Failte Ireland last year. This hasn’t happened.  

 

The sector urgently needs a plan and a funded taskforce for future development, 

promotion, and training. Education and Training Boards (ETBS) and Institutes of Technology 

(IOTs) whilst they are offering many tourism and culinary courses are, by their own 

admission, working in silos.  

 

The Expert Group on Future Skills Needs 2015 report, “Assessment of Future Skills 

Requirements in the Hospitality Sector in Ireland, 2015-2020” found “There is a need for a 

more structured approach nationally of responsibility to drive the Hospitality sector to meet 

skills demand to 2020. There is presently an absence of an overall leadership and 

coordination function for the skills development of the sector.”  



 
So how do we solve the staff shortage problem? As a matter of urgency, we are calling on 

Government Departments and Failte Ireland to engage with industry to commence an 

immediate recruitment drive within the European Union, to save the summer season. 

We need targeted international recruitment fairs, which are Government backed, both 

within and outside the EU for suitably qualified hospitality and tourism candidates.  

 

EEA Workers / PPS Numbers: 

An immediate action that the Department of Social Protection (DSP) could take is to review 

the backlog of PPS number applications. DSP committed to addressing the 5,000 backlog in 

January 2022. Currently the waiting list is over 9 weeks for a PPS number with no update.  

 

Work Permits: 

Regarding the processing of work permits, it is now at an all-time high of 21 weeks. This 

includes 4 weeks for the mandatory labour market needs test and if a visa is needed it can 

take over half a year for an employee to get into the country and commence work. In 

contrast the processing time in the UK is currently 6 weeks. 

 

Apprenticeships: 

The RAI has been involved with development and implementation of 3 culinary 

apprenticeships to date and welcomes Minister Harris’ introduction of grants to bring parity 

to traditional and new apprenticeships. This is a welcome long-term solution to the skills 

shortage within the Tourism and Hospitality Sector. 

 

Thank you for your time and allowing us the opportunity to speak on these matters, happy 

to take any questions that you may have. 

  



 
 

*Notes: 

The National Tourism Authority Act of 2003 which established Failte Ireland clearly states 

under Section B to “encourage, promote and support the recruitment, training, and 

education and development, of persons for the purposes of employment in connection with 

the tourism industry in the State.”  

 

The Act also states: “in relation to the recruitment, training, and education and 

development, of persons to whom subsection (1)(b) applies, provide financial aid (including 

the granting of money in respect of such recruitment, training, or education and 

development, to persons engaged therein” 

 


